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GAMA has the ability to provide design and detailed engineering services for Mobile Hospitals and First Aid Systems as per the requirements from Military and Civil end users considering operating conditions.

Each individual component and product of a hospital selected carefully and tested as per standards. Each phase of assembly checked by Quality Control teams. System integration is made for fast setup and deployment.

Training of end-user both theoretically and practically.

GAMA provides support for the most efficient utilization of the Systems.

GAMA has ability to supply also fully equipped support units depending on requirements from Military or Civil Organizations.

Command and Communication Centers can be equipped with modern communication and office equipment.

Diesel Generators can be supplied in containers or on trailers with sound insulation cabins.

Medical Gas Production Units provides Medical Oxygen as per international standards and filling station have ramps for filling and storage of 40 and 10 lt. Oxygen bottles.

Water Treatment Units, having stainless steel tanks for raw and treated water storage, can produce drinking and daily water with high efficiency.

Kitchen and Laundry units include equipment maintaining field requirements.

Toilets and Shower units, having stainless steel wash basin, shower basin and toilets, provide both hygiene and strength against heavy mobile conditions.

Cold rooms having separate cooled rooms for meat and vegetable storage.

Storage units may be insulated and air conditioned not only for storage of non-fixed equipment and material, and also for providing additional living areas that increase capacity of the Systems as well.
GAMA has the ability to supply fully equipped hospital units depending on requirements from military or civil organizations.

Operating theaters enabling one or two surgical operations at the same time having bed head units and medical gas systems.

Expandable containers used for both emergency and operating theater units have less volume during transport and give more space during operation.

Ceiling mounted operating lamps or mobile operating lamps as per operating requirements may be used.

Surgical sinks having photocell and knee operating modes are used in the units.

Units are equipped with multi-stage air filter systems that supply hygienic air to prevent infection risks.

Intensive care units with four or six beds having bed head units and medical gas systems.

Expandable containers used for intensive care units have less volume during transport and give more space during operation.

Radiology units having mobile X-ray devices and ultrasound equipment.

Laboratory units that have automatic and dry system blood counting and analysis devices, blood storage devices, and all other necessary devices.

Pharmacy units with conditioned and non-conditioned storage properties.

Dental units including dental chairs, dental equipment, and X-ray equipment.

Sterilization units including water softeners, deionizers, and wash basins.
GAMA has the ability to supply Hospital structures and Auxiliary Equipment individually depending on requirements from Military or Civil Organizations. These products are produced and tested as per international standards.

ISO Standard containers can be made from Aluminium or MGSS or all steel having insulation properties to work at different weather and operating conditions.

We supply special trucks having DROPS system, Fuel Supply Trucks, Water Supply Trucks, Waste Water Trucks and Trailers as per requirements.

Fully equipped Ambulances and Medical Equipment that provide capability of a Stationary Hospital at field conditions.

All Terrain, All Wheel and All Steer Forklifts are proven technologies for loading and unloading of Containers on different ground conditions.

GAMA supplies Air Conditioning Units, for Containers and Tents, that maintain proper ambient conditions inside the units and facilities.

Medical and non-medical furnitures that are suitable for field conditions can also be integrated on the Containers.